
In today’s busy working environment being able to connect 

with others in a timely manner can make all the difference 

in being able to make timely, well informed decisions. 

With the average business day often taking employees 

away from their desks for extended periods of time, tools 

that allow for them to remain connected become vital to 

helping drive business success.

MiCollab provides the essential mix of tools that helps 

connect employees together from anywhere, on any 

device, at any time allowing for spontaneous or planned 

communications and collaborations. Whether it is instant 

messaging, voice, desktop video, or web collaboration, 

employees are able to choose the method that works best 

given the reasons for meeting, the people involved, and 

their current location.

This means not only will your employees be able to 

connect with others using traditional phones and PCs / 

laptops, but also using mobile phones and tablet devices.

Leverages Leading IT Frameworks

MiCollab operates on a single management console 

providing your IT administrators with one view of the 

entire solution. Management is via a web browser that can 

be accessed from anywhere or through integration with 

Active Directory provisions all aspects of the solution across 

MiCollab and MiVoice.

Mitel offers a range of deployment options including 

software only for deployment on an industry standard 

server, as a virtual machine on VMware® vSphere® , as 

an integrated Virtual Appliance with voice (MiCollab 

and MiVoice Business) for deployment in virtualized 

Mitel MiCollab
Keeping Employees Connected and Productive  
- Anytime, Anywhere, on Any Device

MiCollab makes it easy for your employees to communicate how and where they need to.  With direct access 
to secure and reliable collaboration, mobility and messaging tools, employees have a consistent collaboration 
experience from any device - regardless of where their day takes them. 

Key Features
• UC clients for desktop, mobile devices and web

• Rich, real-time presence information

• Dynamic call routing

• Collaborative experience with desktop & 
document sharing

• Simplified voice message retrieval

• Secure Instant Messaging (IM) with file transfer



environments as a single virtual machine and software  

pre-integrated on a business-class, rack-mounted 

server1 to fit within existing IT strategies in use today and 

seamlessly evolve with it in the future.

Furthermore, when deployed within a virtualized 

environment you have the ability to manage VMware 

vCenter™ management tools for productivity 

improvements and resource efficiencies in data center 

management and risk mitigation, with a single business 

continuity and disaster recovery plan across all of your 

business applications, including UCC.

Helps Reduce Cost to Deliver a Faster ROI

MiCollab can provide your business with the tools to 

ensure productive communications and collaboration 

between colleagues, partners and clients, while helping to 

cut costs associated with travel, eliminating the downtime 

while employees are away from the office, and dispensing 

with “pay as you use” charges associated with external 

collaboration tools. The overall result is a better connected 

workforce through communications and collaboration 

tools that help to reduce business costs and delivers a fast 

ROI, while driving timely, well informed decision making.
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HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS

CPU Applies to software distribution only. For minimum hardware requirements, consult 
the Mitel Engineering Guide and your Mitel sales representative.

Hard Drive 250 GB

RAM 4 GB (6 GB if running MiCollab Client)

NIC Single NIC in LAN mode (server only) or dual NIC when deployed in network edge 
(server-gateway)

Monitor Minimum resolution of 800 × 600 pixels

Virtual MiCollab Intel®-based server with a minimum Xeon® 55xx Series at 2 Ghz or better (supporting 
Core i7 / Intel Nehalem architecture), with hyper-threading enabled. 

VMware vSphere Client installed on a Microsoft Windows® workstation. Refer to the 
VMware website for detailed installation procedures and additional documentation.

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS

MiVoice for Lync Lync version 2010 and 2013

MiCollab Client Web Browser Internet Explorer® release 8.0, 9.0, 10 & 11 Mozilla Firefox release 26 or later, Apple® 
Safari® 7.0 or later and Google Chrome version 30 and later

Virtual MiCollab VMware ESX® / ESXi™ release 4.1, 5.0 and 5.1

Client support MiCollab Client stations for the My Unified Communications portal, MiCollab 
Server Manager portal, and application clients (such as audio, web and video 
conferencing and MiCollab Client) are supported on Windows 8 (both 32 and 64-bit 
versions)

E-mail Client Microsoft® Outlook® 2003, 2007, 2010, or 2013

IBM Lotus Notes® 8.0, 8.5 or 8.5.2

Technical Specifications

LANGUAGES SUPPORTED

US English, UK English, Canadian French, European French, Dutch, Latin American Spanish
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SUPPORTED MITEL PLATFORMS

Mitel Standard Linux2 (MSL) Release 10.0 (32-bit version only)

MiVoice Business Release 5.0 or later

MiVoice Office 250 (HX Controller) Release 5.0, or later

SUPPORTED MITEL APPLICATIONS

MiCollab Client Release 6.0 (Release 5.1 of the MiCollab Mobile client)

Unified Messaging Release 6.0

Speech Auto-Attendant Release 6.0

Audio, Web and Video Conferencing Release 6.0

MiVoice Border Gateway Release 8.0

Linux® is the registered trademark of Linus Torvalds in the U.S. and other countries.
1 MiCollab software pre-integrated on a business-class, rack-mounted server is only available in the UK and North America.
2 Unified Messaging speech commands are only available in North America

Apple® Safari®  7 or later 

Google™ Chrome™  30 or later 

Microsoft Internet Explorer 10 or 11

Mozzilla Firefox® 26 or later

WEB BROWSER SUPPORT FOR MiCOLLAB WEB-BASED COLLABORATION VIEWER 

MICOLLAB CLIENT MOBILE SOFTWARE

*The minimum hardware requirements for the Android client for SIP softphone: Processor: dual core, 1000MHz, ARM Cortx-A9; Memory: 1024 MB Ram

BlackBerry®  5.x, 6.x,& 7.x 

Android® 4.0,4.1,4.3 & 4.4

iPhone® 6.0 or later

iPad® 6.0 or later


